PAP Summer Reading 2019: Grade 7
Willow Wood Junior High School
Tomball ISD
Dear Students,
How delighted we are to have you in our PAP English/Language Arts program! We are looking forward to
an enjoyable and successful 2019-2020 school year. As you are aware, reading is a skill that must be
exercised, and the more we read, the better readers we become. During the summer, it is important for
students to be engaged readers, and the PAP summer reading assignment is a requirement of students
enrolled in PAP ELA courses in Tomball ISD. Below you will find a list of books that your campus has
chosen for the summer reading assignment. Students shall select a book from this list to read during the
summer. Upon returning to school in the fall, students will be engaged in inquiry circles with classmates
who selected the same book. In order to be prepared to discuss the book in such a setting, students
must read the book through a critical lens and be prepared to share insights and original observations
discovered while reading.
We realize that changes do occur during the summer, and sometimes students find themselves
switching schools due to a recent move. Should you find that you will be attending a different Tomball
ISD school, please check with that campus for their reading list, as that campus may have a different
reading list than what appears on this page.
You are required  to read one of the following texts:

Prisoner B-3087
Alan Gratz (2013)
When Hitler’s army entered and occupied his native Kraków, 10-year-old Yanek knew
his life might change, but he had no idea of the horror that lay ahead. His remarkable
survival story begins with a dramatic, emotional punch and then chronicles such
moments as his secretive bar mitzvah in a warehouse basement, the systematic
round up of Jews, and his deportation to the Plaszow concentration camp, the first of
10 camps he would suffer but survive. He recalls encounters with such Nazi figures as
the sadistic Amon Goeth and describes acts of wanton, vicious brutality. In an
appended note, Gratz explains that the novel is based on actual events in survivor Jack Gruener’s life but
he has “taken liberties with some times and events” to provide a better overview. The account includes
basic historical information including essential aspects of WWII. A map would have been helpful, but this
essentially true story is a good starting point for students unfamiliar with the Holocaust.

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Grace Lin (2009)
Living in the shadow of the Fruitless Mountain, Minli and her parents spend their days
working in the rice fields, barely growing enough to feed themselves. Every night,
Minli's father tells her stories about the Jade Dragon that keeps the mountain bare, the
greedy and mean Magistrate Tiger, and the Old Man of the Moon who holds everyone's
destiny. Determined to change her family's fortune, Minli sets out to find the Old Man of
the Moon, urged on by a talking goldfish who gives her clues to complete her journey.
Along the way she makes new friends including a flightless dragon and an orphan and
proves her resourcefulness when she tricks a group of greedy monkeys and gets help
from a king. Interwoven with Minli's quest are tales told by her father and by those she
meets on the way. While these tales are original to Lin, many characters, settings, and
themes are taken from traditional Chinese folklore. The author's writing is elegant, and
her full-color illustrations are stunning. Minli's determination to help her family, as well
as the grief her parents feel at her absence, is compelling and thoroughly human.–Jennifer Rothschild, Prince
George's County Memorial Library System, Oxon Hill, MD

We Beat the Streets
Sampson Davis (2006)
Growing up on the rough streets of Newark, New Jersey, Rameck, George,and
Sampson could easily have followed their childhood friends into drug dealing,
gangs, and prison. But when a presentation at their school made the three boys
aware of the opportunities available to them in the medical and dental
professions, they made a pact among themselves that they would become
doctors. It took a lot of determination—and a lot of support from one
another—but despite all the hardships along the way, the three succeeded.
Retold with the help of an award-winning author, this younger adaptation of the
adult hit novel The Pact is a hard-hitting, powerful, and inspirational book that will
speak to young readers everywhere.

The following ideas are suggested in order to help students engage in active reading:
In his essay “How to Mark a Book,” Mortimer Adler explains that reading is a “conversation between you
and the author.”
Adler writes: “Why is marking up a book indispensable to reading? First, it keeps you awake. (And I don’t
mean merely conscious; I mean awake.) In the second place, reading, if it is active, is thinking, and
thinking tends to express itself in words, spoken or written. The marked book is usually the
thought-through book. Finally, writing helps you remember the thoughts you had, or the thoughts the
author expressed.”
“There are all kinds of devices for marking a book intelligently and fruitfully. Here’s the way I do it:
●
●
●

●

●
●

Underlining (or highlighting): of major points, of important or forceful statements
Vertical lines at the margin: to emphasize a statement already underlined
Star, asterisk, or other doo-dad at the margin: to be used sparingly, to emphasize the ten or
twenty most important statements in the book (You may want to fold the bottom corner of each
page on which you use such marks. It won't hurt the sturdy paper on which most modern books
are printed, and you will be able take the book off the shelf at any time and, by opening it at the
folded-corner page, refresh your recollection of the book.)
Numbers of other pages in the margin: to indicate where else in the book the author made
points relevant to the point marked; to tie up the ideas in a book, which, though they may be
separated by many pages, belong together
Circling or highlighting of key words or phrases
Writing in the margin, or at the top or bottom of the page, for the sake of: recording questions
(and perhaps answers) which a passage raised in your mind; reducing a complicated discussion
to a simple statement; recording the sequence of major points through the book

If marking your book is not a possibility, there are some other options:
● You can use sticky notes. Place these on the pages/paragraphs where you would underline or
highlight and write out your thoughts or ideas on the note.
● Write out notes on paper and keep the paper inside the book. Include page numbers with
comments/notations so that you will remember what prompted your thinking.

